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1. Introductory Remarks

In his popular book The World is 
Flat Thomas L. Friedman argued 
that 11/9, i.e. the fall of the Berlin 

Wall on 9 November 1989, was one 
of the major events which changed 
the world1 and brought about the end  
of the so-called Cold War, overcame 
the division of Europe, led to the de-
molition of the “iron Curtain” and 
the breakup of the soviet Union and 
reuni ted the german people after a se-
paration of 40 years. There was an im-
pact of 11/9 at various levels: 

• The categories of international 
policies were no longer valid. 

• There were new openings and 
chan ces for the states which had  
been under communist rule since 
1945/1948. 

“The sovereign nations of the 
past are no longer the units 
within which the problems  
of the present can be solved.” 
(Jean Monnet)
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• The threat of nuclear annihilation seemed to be gone and the “atomic Bal-
ance” as well. 

• There was a resurgence of nationalism and ethnic conflicts. 
• The European map was redrafted. 
• How could the states of Central-Eastern, Eastern and southeastern Europe 

“return” to the European fold? 
• What ways could be found to integrate these states politically, socially and 

economically into the West-European system of the European Communities? 
• How could their security interests be satisfied? 
We have to keep in mind one formula which is still valid today: “german his-

tory is at the same time also European history, and European history is always 
highly influenced by the history of the heartland of Europe.”2 in dealing with 
the debate on and perception of Europe in germany and the European role as-
signed to germany in the European society of nations, with the immediate and 
long term impact of (West) European integration since World War ii we will 
have to keep in mind the historical framework, how german history in the 19th 
and 20th centuries was perceived by her European neighbors and also the histori-
cal traditions influencing the perceptions of “germany in Europe,” i.e. the na-
tional and domestic and the European and international conditions for postwar 
and post-Cold War germany within a European framework.

1. The German question—or as germany’s neighbors like to call it, the German 
problem—and its solution, without doubt, played and still plays an important 
role for germany’s European neighbors and for the germans as well. Therefore 
the issue on the agenda has been germany’s role in the reconstruction of Europe 
and how to integrate germany into the European order after World War ii.3

2. When war ended in Europe on 8 may 1945, when Hitler’s pursuit of 
world power, European hegemony and the foundation of a European Economic 
Community (Europäische Wirtschaftsgemeinschaft) failed and the National social-
ists gambled away germany’s great power status, it was quite uncertain if there 
would be a German nation state re-established after the war as an integral part of 
the new European postwar order. a united Europe for the germans thus might 
substitute a german nation state.4 additionally, especially in the early 1950s, 
we have to take into account the tensions and conflicts between the concepts 
“german unification first” and “german unification through integration of the 
European democracies.” 

3. Federalism has a long-standing historical tradition in germany. a federal 
order seemed to be the natural political structure binding together the ger-
man nation. despite the polarization between the idea of a centralized state and 
that of a federal state as the best means to ensure the unity of the german na-
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tion, german statehood since the 19th century was organized on a federal basis. 
The german idea of federalism differed from the american “dual federalism” 
approach.5 The Federal republic of germany, founded in 1949, is a federal 
state. Thus for many decades germany was the only federal state among the  
Euro pean democracies involved in the process of European integration since 
1948–1949.6

germany is a federal state. Therefore the german Länder demand to par-
ticipate in the process of European integration and unification. Thus, in the 
german case, we have to consider the triad between the Federation, the German 
Länder and the process of European integration. This process was initiated in 1950 
when West germany joined the Council of Europe and negotiations started for 
the creation of the European Coal and steel Community (ecsc) in 1950–1951. 

4. Ever since the Federal republic of germany’s first moves towards a closer 
cooperation and integration of the European democracies in the early 1950s, 
any federal government faced the dilemma of working for European integration and 
at the same time keeping the national question open, i.e. the obligation written into 
the preamble of the Basic Constitutional Law to work for the unification of the 
german nation. This turned out to become a major dilemma since the Treaties 
of rome ratified in 1957, and especially since the early 1980s when the process 
of West European integration was speeding up: the draft proposal of the Euro-
pean parliament for a European Constitution in 1984, the European single act 
1986 and Jacques delors’ “Europe 92” program.7

5. When German unification came about in 1989/90 and the ec, after some 
hesitation, was functioning to some extent as a midwife for german unity, there 
were new dilemmas the new germany had to face, namely, to achieve the task 
of dual integration, i.e. to work successfully for domestic integration of the old 
Federal republic and the former gdr, and at the same time take on the role as a 
promoter of European integration and European unification. 

in discussing the german discourse on and perception of Europe at the level 
of the federation, of the federal states and the ec/eu, and how European unity 
should or might be achieved between the end of World War ii and the Euro-
pean Constitutional Treaty and the Basic Treaty of Lisbon, we have to keep in 
mind the historical framework for the german ideas, concepts and perceptions 
on Europe. i shall neither deal with the german debate on Europe in the 1940s, 
nor with the European ideas of german politicians of the 1950s and 1960s like 
Konrad adenauer,8 Walter Hallstein,9 Carlo schmid,10 Franz Josef strauss11 and 
others, and the dilemma the Federal republic had been facing since the 1950s as 
far as the national question was concerned. my considerations will focus on the 
german Länder and their understanding and perception of their rights and their 
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participative role in the European process between the founding of the Federal 
republic of germany and the enlargement of the eu in 2004.

Broadly speaking the six aspects discussed above, especially the German ques
tion, the perspectives for a national state of the Germans after the war and federalism 
to a large extent influenced and shaped the german debate among politicians at 
all levels, from the local communities and the Länder to the Federation (Bund), 
citizens and intellectuals. Because of the experience of Nazi germany and the 
uncertainty of a german nation state in postwar Europe, the large majority of 
concepts and considerations concerning “germany in Europe” and “germany 
and Europe” followed along federal lines, despite changing historical contexts 
over time. This was true for the period between 1945 and 1949, for the forma-
tive period of the European organizations between 1949 and 1957 (Council of 
Europe, European Coal and steel Community, European defence Community, 
European political Community, European Economic Community, European 
atomic Community) as well as for the 1960s and 1970s and the new attempts 
since the late 1980s. german unity, which came about in 1990, added a new 
dimension to the necessity to proceed towards the ‘finalité’ of the construction 
of Europe.

The process of the integration of European democracies since the early 1950 
created two additional problems in the german case, which had to be kept in 
mind and which came to the fore after the ratification debates in the german 
Bundestag and the german Bundesrat on the paris Treaty creating the Euro-
pean Coal and steel Community (1951), the failed Treaty on the establishment 
of a European defence Community (edc) and a European political Community 
(epg), combined with the germany Treaty (1952) and the Treaties of rome 
(1957) establishing the European Economic Community and the European 
atomic Community, namely, the wish of the german Länder to safeguard their 
rights and interests directly in community affairs12 and the growing dilemma of 
the federal governments to ensure the obligation to work for german unity and 
at the same time to promote the process of economic and political integration 
according to the European “Community idea.” starting with the mid–1980s, 
when the process of European integration was accelerating, the dilemma ger-
man unity versus/and European integration provoked debates in the Federal 
republic in an attempt to eliminate the german unity clause from the preamble 
of the West german Basic Constitutional Law.
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2. The German Länder (Federal States) 
—The Federation—European Integration (1949–2004)

S ince the early 1950s West germany has been one of the major protago-
nists of the (West-) European integration.13 This was due to political, 
security and economic interests. in order to achieve the status of an equal 

partner in European negotiations it was highly important for the federal govern-
ment to regain as much sovereignty as possible. The Bonn government, because 
of the unsolved german question, had to safeguard german national interests 
in any activities and negotiations for a transnational European organization to 
be established. Thus in 1957, when the german Bundestag was discussing the 
Treaties of rome, Walter Hallstein, at the time undersecretary of state for For-
eign affairs, in a declaration for the federal government referred to 

the deplorable fact that Germany is integrated into the new European Community 
burdened with the political mortgage of forced division. But it is also true that no 
German federal government, irrespective of its composition, will ever approve of a 
deepening of German division.14 

Besides the national question there was another issue, which had been on the 
agenda ever since the early steps of the Federal republic towards European inte-
gration and which is still a problem in the relations between the Federation and 
the german Länder, i.e. the role, the rights and the obligations of the Länder in 
the process of European integration.15 

When in 1948–1949 the parliamentary Council was negotiating and dis-
cussing the future constitutional framework for the constitutional provisional 
arrangements for a german state in the West (Provisorium) and was adopting 
the Basic (Constitutional) Law on 8 may 1949, setting up a unitary federation 
(Unitarischer Bundesstaat), neither the members of the assembly nor the West- 
ern occupying powers realized the long-term consequences of the “constitutional 
compromise” agreed on in 1949, i.e. its impact on the rights, competences and 
jurisdiction of the Länder and the Federation on issues of European integration. 
in the early 1950s the Federal republic of germany became one of the Euro-
pean democracies who participated in the process of an ever closer cooperation 
and unity in Western Europe: 1949, the Council of Europe, which the Fed-
eral republic joined in 1950 (coe); 1951–1952, the European Coal and steel 
Community (ecsc); 1957, the European Economic Community (eec) and the 
European atomic Community (eac). West germany was the only federation at 
the time, when the process of integration was initiated. The Basic Law assigned 
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the right to conclude international treaties to the federation. This meant a minor 
problem for the Länder when the Federal republic joined the Council of Eu-
rope. The Länder, however, in the ratification debate in the german Bundestag 
and in the Federal Council, claimed half of the seats for the german Länder, but 
failed in the end.16 But already at this point the Länder were asking for equal 
representation of the Bundestag (“Federal diet”) and the Bundesrat (“Federal 
Council”).17 This changed, however, when the Federal government negotiated 
the Treaty for the European Coal and steel Community in 1950–1951, estab-
lishing a supranational High authority in the city of Luxembourg alongside a 
parliamentary assembly, a Council of ministers and a European Court. This 
treaty had a direct impact on the rights and jurisdiction of the german Länder. 
during the discussions in the ratification process the Bundesrat was consider-
ing to take the government to the Federal supreme Court in order to safeguard 
the rights of the german Länder.18 in 1951 the Länder did not succeed in their 
efforts to participate directly in any negotiations at a European level and to be 
informed in advance by the federal government on the issues and problems. 
Ever since the battle over the ratification of the Treaty establishing the European 
Coal and steel Community, however, the german Länder improved their posi-
tion in the Federation–Länder–European institutions triad. On 19 July 1957 the 
Federal Council, after debates on the impact of the eec Treaty on the national 
question and the influence of the Länder in European affairs, unanimously ad-
opted the “roman Treaties.”19 The federal government was obliged according 
to article 2 of the law implementing the Treaties of rome (the eec Treaty and 
the eac Treaty) to inform in advance the Bundesrat and the Länder about Eu-
ropean projects and initiatives.20 The right of the Länder provided by federal 
law in 1957 was not adequate, however, to keep up with the growing pace of 
European integration and the necessary actions to protect the interests of the 
Länder. The European integration process from the early 1960s to the 1980s 
increasingly interfered with the jurisdiction of the Länder in their genuine areas 
of competence like education, cultural affairs, regional policy and broadcasting 
corporations, and the Federal Council on several occasions referred to this intru-
sion upon its competences.21 it turned out that it had been a severe mistake of 
the Federal Council in 1957 to have given away thoughtlessly its demand for di-
rect participation in European affairs. This changed when the “single European 
act” was signed in Luxembourg on 17 February 1986. Besides, for ratification 
the Bundestag and the Federal Council had to vote on the bill on the single Eu-
ropean act with a 2/3 majority.22 in the early stages of the ratification process 
the Bundestag and the Federal government were not prepared to concede rights 
to the Länder beyond the legal provisions of 1957. When the Federal Council 
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insisted in its resolution of 16 may 1986 on immediate participation in the 
domestic (innerstaatlich) decision-making process and contended that this right 
should be inserted into the Basic Law,23 the Foreign affairs Committee recom-
mended to the Bundestag to adopt a revised version of the bill on the single 
European act by including article 1a which committed the federal government 
to inform the Federal Council and the Länder at an early stage about plans and 
considerations of the ec that were of interest to the Länder.24 

despite the strengthened position of the Länder in European affairs, the 
regulations could be bypassed. Thus the Länder decided to set up their own 
“embassies” in Brussels, to lobby directly at the European Commission and 
to delegate officials from their governments directly into directorates of their 
Land-interests, which differed according to the structure (e.g. industry, tourism, 
agriculture, transport, and environment).

after the unification of 1990 and the signing of the Treaty of maastricht in 
1992 the german Länder received a new chance to improve their status and po-
sition in the European institutions–Federation–Federal states triad. There were 
fierce debates in the committee to insert a “Europe” article into the Basic Law, 
which would replace the old article 23 that had provided the constitutional basis 
for the accession of the Länder of the gdr to the Federal republic of germany 
on 3 October 1990.25 The new article 23 of the Basic Law is vital for improving 
the constitutional position of the Länder in eu affairs. in the process germany 
shifted to some extent from a “unitary” federation towards a more “federal” fed-
eration. The European Union article describes the rights and obligations of the 
federation and of the federal states26:  

(1) With the view to establishing a united Europe, the Federal Republic of Ger
many shall participate in the development of the European Union that is committed 
to democratic, social, and federal principles, to the rule of law, and to the principle of 
subsidiarity, and that guarantees a level of protection of basic rights essentially com
parable to that afforded by the Basic Law. To this end the Federation may transfer 
sovereign powers by a law with the consent of the Bundesrat . . .27 

The following clauses provided the right of the Bundestag and the Federal Coun-
cil to “participate in matters concerning the European Union,” to be informed 
“comprehensively and at the earliest possible time.” article 23 (4) ruled that the 
Federal Council “shall participate in the decision-making process of the Federa-
tion insofar as it would have been competent to do so in a comparable domestic 
matter, or insofar as the subject falls within the domestic competence of the 
Länder.” it was also laid down in article 23 (6) that in matters which primarily  
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affect the Länder, the right of the Federation to “exercise . . . the rights belonging 
to the Federal republic of germany as a member state of the European Union 
shall be delegated to a representative of the Länder designed by the Bundesrat.”

in any case it seems—through the European dimension of german politics—
that the Länders’ position vis-à-vis the federation has improved since the early 
1950s. despite the strengthening of the position of the Länder the federal states 
are still dissatisfied with the slow process of information and communication in 
European affairs. Therefore, today the Länder are searching for an appropriate 
role in a further deepening of the European Union, especially as far as the prin-
ciple of subsidiarity is concerned.28 How can it best be applied at a European 
level? in proposals and discussions leading to the 1996 intergovernmental Con-
ference,29 the Committee of the regions argued that article 3b of the European 
Union Treaty (Treaty of maastricht) could be implemented only if the Com-
mittee of the regions would receive a status equal to the European Commis-
sion, the Council of ministers, the European parliament, the European Court 
of Justice and the European Court of auditors. This claim is still on the agenda 
for European reform. The german Länder initiated and support this demand.

From my point of view the improved constitutional status of the german 
Länder concerning their active participation in the European process of inte-
gration and reform since 1994 had a positive impact on the german debate 
on the finality of Europe. people like the former prime minister of the state of 
Baden-Württemberg, Lothar späth, or his successor Erwin Teufel, who was the 
representative of the german Länder in the European Convention, and other 
politicians from federal states made useful and important contributions to the 
European debate.30 

in November 1993 the Federal Council set up a Committee concerning 
Questions of the European Union.31 On 26 June 2002 the Committee concern-
ing the Questions of the European Union (Ausschuss für Fragen der Europäischen 
Union) and the Committee of the affairs of the European Union (Ausschuss für 
Angelegenheiten der Europäischen Union) of the Bundestag held a public hearing 
on the European Convention and the provisions of a European Constitution, 
which also included the topic of the role of national parliaments and the regions 
in the jurisdiction of the eu.32 The Federal Council adopted several resolutions 
on eu-enlargement,33 on the Convention and the future of the eu,34 on the 
“structural funds of the eu”35 and on the “Lisbon strategy,”36 but also on the 
“division of competencies of the context of discussions on the future of the Eu-
ropean Union.”37 in its resolution on the division of competencies in the eu the 
Federal Council pointed out that 
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Regional structures are needed in addition to those at the European level when 
adapting and modernizing the economy and developing transport and communi
cation infrastructure [and demanded that in the constitution we] should seek to 
put the following goals into practice: . . . transparent decisionmaking processes and 
structures . . . subsidiarity, proportionality and proximity to citizens . . . respect for 
national and regional particularities.38 

it was also considered necessary to review the division of competencies between 
the eu, the member states and the regions and to reflect “in a more precise 
delimitation of competencies . . . the principle of subsidiarity.” The Federal 
Council also resolved that the representative of the Federal Council in the Con-
vention on the future of Europe “is requested to negotiate on the basis of these 
considerations.”39

in its resolution of 22 march 2002 on eu enlargement the Federal Council 
referred to several necessary prerequisites, which should be adopted in terms 
of administrative efficiency, and the guarantee of a uniform application of the 
Community acquis. The resolution also included an important point that would 
become important at a later stage:

The Bundesrat considers that to ensure full public support for this process in the 
Member States and the candidate countries, work on the communication strat
egy needs to be stepped up, emphasizing the process of European integration and 
reunification associated with enlargement, which makes the continent as a whole 
stronger. The aim should not be primarily to provide more information but rather 
to provide better information, based on appropriate strategies focusing on target 
groups and interest groups and enhancing communication between politicians/the 
administration, the media and citizens.40

When the European Constitutional Treaty was adopted, including the applicant 
states besides the 15 old members, and the Bundestag discussed the enlargement 
of the eu on 30 april 2004, the Bavarian prime minister Edmund stoiber criti-
cized the fact that the Federal government had neglected german interests and 
proposed that the people of all member states should simultaneously vote on 
the European Constitution in a referendum. This would “provide a great chance 
to bring Europe as an issue closer to the citizens.”41 There was no majority  
support—also for constitutional reasons42—for this proposal. The Federal  
Council had already voted for the Treaty of Enlargement of the European 
Union unanimously. When the Treaty of accession of Bulgaria and romania 
was submitted to the Federal Council, the Council voted in favor of Bulgaria 
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and romania joining the European Union on 1 January 2007.43 The Federal 
Council also had to vote on the proposal of the European Commission for the 
intergovernmental Conference on the change of the Treaty of the European 
Union founding the European Community.44 in the process of ratification for 
the Treaty of Lisbon the Federal Council, after the german Bundestag, voted in 
favor of the eu reform Treaty.45 at the same time the Federal Council approved 
the bill on the “Extension and strengthening of the Federal diet and the Federal 
Council in affairs of the European Union.”46

3. Conclusions

W ithin a changing historical and political framework the majority of 
the political elite of the Federal republic, in spite of occasional re-
lapses toward a national position, has always been in favor of “some 

sort” of federal solutions to the European project. Historical traditions, the ger-
man question, and the experience of a functioning federal system in the Federal 
republic and a European ideology have contributed to these beliefs. Walter 
Hallstein, the constitutional lawyer, undersecretary of state and longtime presi-
dent of the eec may serve as an example for those who believe in a European 
Federation. The perception has changed, however, as roman Herzog’s speech 
to the European parliament in 1995 has shown.47 There will be an alternative to 
the ideas of the 1950s, a maybe “totally different model.” Thus, for Lord ralf 
dahrendorf, monnet and Hallstein stood for the “old Europe.” dahrendorf  
criticized the Hallstein approach as “primitive,” because he believed that if you 
“start working on integration in one corner you will soon integrate the whole 
landscape.”48 during his time as a member of the European Commission he re-
alized that the “first Europe” and its institutions had reached its limits. The new 
Europe, the European Union he was envisaging, would need a constitution for 
democrats.49

german policy aiming at the completion of European integration has be-
come more active since the barriers for german European integration policy, 
like the national question and the special relationship toward the gdr, have been 
removed by the german unification. The broadening of the rights and compe-
tences of the german Länder in germany’s Europe policy contributed to the 
debate on federalism at a domestic (the issue of federal reform) and European 
level. at a domestic german level the Länder had to cope with a process of 
transformation and innovation. This level is closely connected with the necessity 
to discuss a reform of the institutions of the eu in order to safeguard the rights 
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and interests of the Länder—the issue of subsidiarity—in a future European 
political organization. The german debate on adapting federalism to the needs 
of the present and preparing it for the future may have a fruitful impact on the 
debate on how to construct a functioning and effective future European Union 
which is close to the citizens. Today’s germany presents itself as a sensitive and 
creative player in the European debate on the finality of Europe and the german 
presidency of the eu in the first half of 2007 has proved this. The contributions 
by politicians of all parties since the mid–1990s, the speeches of the Federal 
presidents on Europe and the ideas of task forces and experts on the institutional 
framework of the eu initiated a discussion all over Europe, supporting or refut-
ing these ideas. german views on Europe at present range from a “European 
Confederation” to a “European Federation of Nation states.” We should not 
be satisfied, however, with the progress European integration has made since 
the late 1940s and we should keep in mind, as Jean monnet reminded his con-
temporaries in the early 1960s, that the European process is not static and will 
never be so. The European Community “is not a static creation; it is a new and 
dynamic phase in the development of our civilization.”50 

Carlo schmid, the social democratic intellectual, reminded us in his 1949 
speech on germany and the Council of Europe that we need a European vision, 
long-term concepts and creativity:

Nothing hampers the realization of things considered as being right more than 
getting used to a situation leaning into the right direction for fifty or twenty five 
percent: what we have achieved is temporarily sufficient; or notions like: we need to 
be realistic and should not ask for more than is available. [We should have the cour
age] to seek new horizons, roads the stages of which we are not yet able to predict. 
We hope that the statesmen of Europe will have this [courage].51

From a global point of view the Europeans need to find the right concepts for 
Europe’s constitutional organization in an international environment. it will be 
a path on which there is no turning back, as Jean monnet wrote in his memoirs:

As our provinces learnt yesterday, so must our nations learn today, to live together 
under common rules and under common freely devised institutions, if they wish to 
make progress and master their own fate. The sovereign nations of the past are no 
longer the units within which the problems of the present can be solved.52

The member states of the eu had to find a way to overcome the crisis created 
by the negative referenda in France and in the Netherlands in 2005. The vote 
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against the European Constitutional Treaty after a period of reflection created 
new initiatives to overcome the constitutional deadlock among the member 
states. The various german contributions since the early 1990s may have helped 
to pave the way for a European constitutional framework accepted by the citi-
zens of the eu. The Berlin Conference commemorating the 50th anniversary of 
the signing of the Treaties of rome and the “Berlin declaration,” as well as the 
conclusions of the Brussels summit in June binding all member states to agree 
on a new Basic Treaty by the end of 2007 and have it ratified before the next 
elections for the European parliament in June 2009 had a positive impact on the 
question of the constitutional framework of the eu in the years to come. since 
the german Länder have improved their role and position ever since the early 
1950s, they are now prepared not only to safeguard their rights and interests 
but also to contribute to the discourse on the future development of the eu. 
From difficult and neglected fighters for their rights against the Federation in 
European affairs, they have become sensible and creative players at a german 
and European level. 
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Abstract
The German Federal States, the Federation and European Integration:
The Historical Dimension of German History in Europe, Problems  
and Perspectives (1949–2008)

german policy aiming at the completion of European integration has become more active since 
the barriers for german European integration policy, like the national question and the special 
relationship toward the gdr, have been removed by the german unification. The broadening of 
the rights and competences of the german Länder in germany’s Europe policy contributed to 
the debate on federalism at a domestic (the issue of federal reform) and European level. since the 
german Länder have improved their role and position ever since the early 1950s, they are now 
prepared not only to safeguard their rights and interests but also to contribute to the discourse on 
the future development of the eu.
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